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The four preceding workshops on RF superconductivity have witnessed an extraordinary
rapid development of the technology of the high-temperature superconductors (HTS). Up
to 40 different HTS compounds have been successfully synthesized by different physical
and chemical evaporation and ablation techniques. Ingenious methods to characterize the
temperature, frequency and power dependent surface impedance Zs and to optimize the
material have been developed and thoroughly adopted. Although some fundamental physics
questions are still puzzling, many possible applications of planar microwave components
have been identified which utilize epitaxial HTS thin films at frequencies between 1 MHz
and 100 GHz. These can be divided into passive or active, based on the linear or the
nonlinear dynamic conductivity of HTS, and analog or digital. This review tries to summarize
the present phenomenological understanding of Zs of the HTS compounds YBa2Cu307-x
and ThBa2CaCu208+y, its short-term impact on different categories of microwave circuit
components and the resulting technical and economical potentials for implementing such HTS
devices in operational high-frequency systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the high-temperature superconductors has dramatically
influenced recent research activities and is yet attracting increasing attention
from scientists as well as economists. Chemists, physicists and material
engineers have merged their interests in order to develop a comprehensive
understanding and a consequent exploitation of the wide-spread potential
that these novel compounds promise. Since the discovery of HTS, enormous
technological improvements in the preparation and physical characterization
of high-quality epitaxial HTS films have been achieved. Moreover, con-
siderable progress has been attained meanwhile in the design, fabrication
and functional demonstration of single microwave components and more
complicated subsystems, which significantly benefit from utilizing HTS.
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Several books and extended articles were devoted to the application of
HTS in high-frequency systems, as discussed in some recent reviews.l,z
Potential customers have become aware of promising market opportunities,
and tremendous efforts are currently aiming at the commercialization ofHTS
systems in communication and remote sensing systems.3,4
This review is the fifth contribution in a row of workshops on RF
superconductivity, which aimed at describing the impact of HTS to this
challenging field. With respect to the layered structure of these novel
materials, realistic applications cover analog microwave devices composed
of cmZ-Iarge planar superconductive elements rather than high-field gradient
accelerating systems extending over complex-shaped mZ-surfaces. The
paper intends to sketch from a general point of view basic physical and
technological features underlying the present state-of-the-art, and remaining
to be addressed before successful commercialization. The reviewed examples
represent selected contributions and should not be expected to be complete
in every regard.
In Section 2, fundamental physical issues for microwave applications
of HTS are summarized. The extremely large Ginsburg-Landau parameter
(KGL ~ 100), the pronounced anisotropy and the unusual electronic phase
diagram are the basic features determining their transport properties. Reflect-
ing the potential for realistic microwave applications of HTS, the review will
be focused on the YBaZCu307-x (Y-123) and TlzBazCaCuzOy (TI-2212)
superconductors and on frequencies between 10-3 and 10z GHz. Recent
developments of refrigeration techniques are, according to their importance
for operational microwave systems, outlined in Section 3. Microwave
components, based on linear and nonlinear conductivity properties of HTS,
which are of major interest for short-term applications, are discussed in
Section 4. A supplementary analysis of active elements and digital devices
can be found, e.g., in Ref. 2. The paper is concluded in Section 5 by evaluating
future prospects of HTS in terms of system aspects and related projections
of the future market development.
2 SURFACE IMPEDANCE OF HTS: PHENOMENOLOGICAL
DESCRIPTION
2.1 Two-fluid Model of the Surface Impedance
The interaction between high-frequency fields and superconductors is
determined by the surface impedance Zs. Its real part, the surface resistance
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Rs , characterizes the dissipated microwave power per unit surface area,
aPia A = 1/2· Rs . H;, with Hs the microwave magnetic surface
field. The imaginary part of Zs, the surface reactance Xs = WJLoA,
describes the non-dissipative energy exchange between the microwave
field and the superconductor within the penetration depth A. For isotropic
low-temperature superconductors (LTS), Zs can be calculated as a function
of operating frequency W = 2rrf and temperature T by means of weak-5
or strong-coupling microscopic theories.6 The calculation of Zs of HTS
is, compared to LTS, much more complicated because of the high critical
temperatures, the strong electronic anisotropy and the possible relevance of
unconventional pairing mechanisms (see, e.g., Ref. 2 and below).
A valuable access towards a comprehensive description of the microwave
properties of HTS is attained by parametrizing the material properties with
the complex conductivity a = al - ia2:7,8
( )
1/2
. JLoWZs = Rs - l Xs = .
al - la2
(1)
The validity ofEq. (1) is restricted to the local limit, where the scale of spatial
variation of the magnetic fields (A) significantly exceeds the ranges of the
pair- (~) and the quasi-particle interaction (1). Within the framework of the
two-fluid model,9 al and a2 are related to the number densities of the (un~)
paired charge carriers, nNand ns. While an approved theoretical description
for HTS is still lacking, al may be reasonably well approached by a simple
Drude model, i.e. assuming a frequency independent quasiparticle scattering
time10r:
nee
2 ( XN . reT) .xs )
a(w, T) = - - l-
m 1 - iwr(T) w (2)
with XN = nNIne, Xs = 2nslne and ne the total number density of charge
carriers. The normal conductivity al = Re (a) at w > 0 depends on the
effective mass and the scattering rate r -1 = VF 11 of the quasiparticles.
The inductive response is described by a2 = 1m (a) which, for wr « 1
and XN « Xs, is given by I/JLowA2 where A(T=OK) = AL. Combining
Eqs. (1) and (2), Zs can be expressed in terms of al and the dimensionless
conductivity rati02 y == alla2:
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with
Equation (3) reduces in the limit y « 1 to the well known result
Rs = 1/2Jl6w2alA3. Within the two-fluid model, the lumped-element
representation of a superconductor11 consists of a resistivity, p = 1/0'1,
shunted inductively by [kin = 11wa2. At T = 0 and Wi « 1,
[kin = 0.18 pHm results for AL = 140 nm. With Wi approaching unity,
quasiparticle retardation leads to additional shielding causing a reduced
Aeft (T) = (/l-OWa2) -1/2. Tunneling, infrared and microwave spectroscopy
yielded highly temperature dependent quasiparticle scattering rates between
Tc and 4.2 KbetweenO.1 to 10THz(cf.Refs.l0, 12, 13, 14 and Section 2.2.1).
Since i-I = 1 THz corresponds to a mean free path of [ ~ 100 nm, which
is of the order of AL, the validity of Equation (3) (i.e. the local response
to electromagnetic fields) becomes questionable at low temperatures. For
W approaching the gap frequency of the superconductor ~I h, and for
non-vanishingl5 XN, 0'1 increases while 0'2 decreases. As y approaches 1,
the surface impedance reaches the normal value Rs = Xs = w/l-oa1-1/2/2.
As indicated by Equations (1) to (3), the transport properties of HTS
are determined solely by x N since Xs is given by 1 - xN. The fraction
xN of quasiparticles sensing the microwave field is given by the density
of quasiparticle states N(E) in the superconductor, which is fundamentally
determined by the energy gap ~. For HTS, especially for the Bi:Sr:Ca:Cu:O-
2:2:1:2:(8-x) (Bi-2212) and 2:2:2:3:(10-x) and the Y-123 compounds, there
is strong evidence from electron tunneling and photon emission spectroscopy
for the existence of a large energy gap, ~ = 25 - 30 meV, and a short
quasiparticle lifetime, r 1~ :::: 0.1. 13,16-19 The reported gap energies
correspond to reduced values a = 2~1kTc ~ 5 - 7 indicating a strong
pair coupling. These large values imply an enormous potential benefit ofHTS
compared to LTS in terms ofreduced thermal sensitivity (~I k ~ 10z K), very
short dynamic response times (h / ~ ~ 0.1 ps) and high operation frequencies
(~/ h ~ 10 THz).
Besides the absolute value of ~, its isotropy and multiplicity also affect
the high-frequency transport properties. Knowledge of these features is
therefore crucial for proper material and device engineering. Angle-resolved
photo emission spectroscopy gave clear evidence ·of a pronounced gap
anisotropy within the CuOz planes of the HTS compounds.I7,18 Data on
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tunneling and microwave spectroscopy have revealed the coexistence of two
distinct gap features lo,l6,2o,2l with ~l = 25-30 meV, ~2 :::: 10 meV or
al = 5 - 7 and a2 :::: 2. Assuming a conventional pairing mechanism, i.e.
xN(T) ex: exp(-ai Tc /2T) for i = 1,2, the smaller gap will dictate the
temperature dependence of x N and thus of Rs at low temperatures.
2.2 Phenomenology of the High-frequency Properties of HTS
There are many different methods to deduce the surface impedance in terms
of its real and imaginary parts, Rs and Xs , from experiment (e.g. from the
unloaded quality factor and the resonant frequency ofa microwave resonator),
which were already reviewed in great details l ,22-24 and will therefore not
be described here. To extract the equivalent surface impedance of infinitely
thick superconductors, effectively enhanced values of Zs of thin films must
be corrected for the finite film thickness25 d / A :::: 1.
The high-frequency properties of HTS single-crystals and epitaxial films
prepared by many different techniques (e.g., sputtering, pulsed laser deposi-
tion and physical or chemical evaporation techniques) have also been subject
of numerous publications (e.g., Refs. 1, 22, 24 and Refs. therein). Since very
high quality films can be obtained by each of these techniques, only general
features are summarized in the following, the analysis being restricted to the
Y-123 and TI-2212 compounds. Besides the absolute values of the surface
impedance, its dependences on external parameters affect the performance
of microwave devices. The surface resistance determines parameters like the
quality factor of resonators or, in other terms, the bandwidth and the skirts
of filter elements, the radiation efficiency of antennas and the insertion loss
of transmission lines. Analogously, the surface reactance affects, e.g., the
center frequency of resonant structures, the energy stored in the near field of
radiation elements and the kinetic inductance, the propagation velocity and
the dispersion of transmission line elements (Section 4.1).
2.2.1 Temperature dependence ofthe surface impedance
Figures la and 2 display typical temperature dependences of the surface
resistance on linear scales as obtained for a Y-123 single-crystallo and in an
Arrhenius plot as obtained for very high quality Y-123 thin films.2l From
both figures, three different temperature regimes can be distinguished.
Close to Tc , the steep decrease of Rs under cooling results from the field
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FIGURE 1b Temperature dependence of the quasi-particle scattering rate extracted from the
















FIGURE 2 Temperature dependence oflog(Rs ) at 87 GHz of two high-quality Y-123 films,21
plotted versus the inverse reduced temperature, as-measured (bold symbols) and after subtraction
of the residual value of Rs (thin symbols and dashed lines). Data on a Nb sample are shown for
comparison.
depth AN to the superconductor penetration depth A. Within the two-fluid
model, the ratio of the penetration depths A/AN scales with temperature and
frequency as y 1/2 .
In the temperature range t = T / Tc ::s 0.8, a non-monotonic behavior in
Rs (T) is often observed for high-quality samples. At a temperature To, which
increases with increasing frequency (To ~ 30 K at 2 GHz,10 40 to 50 K at
8 GHz,26 50Kat87 GHz21 and 70 Kat 600 GHzI2), Rs passes through abroad
maximum. This behavior was attributed in Ref. 10 to a strongly temperature
dependent scattering rate, which leads to the superposition of two opposite
effects: while XN decreases with decreasing temperature, r increases and
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causes the observed maximum (Equation (3)). Figure 1b displays the results
for al which were correspondingly deduced from the data in Figure 1a.10
At even lower temperatures, t ::s To / Tc , the surface resistance is dominated
by either residual losses or by the existence of a small gap. Experimental
observation of an exponential Rs(T) dependence at t < 1/2 with a
small reduced energy gap of a2 = 0.4 was reported for sputtered Y-123
films.27 Such a behavior was found only for well oxygenated samples
which were post-annealed and slowly cooled in plasma-activated oxygen.
The exponential Rs(T) disappeared after a few days, presumably due to
oxygen loss. Further support for two-gap superconductivity in Y-123 films
was reported in Refs. 20,28,29,30 for different films and single-crystals. The
data in Figure 2 yielded reduced energy gap values of a = 1.4-1.6 after a
residual resistance of about 1mn was subtracted. Also shown are data on Nb
samples which can be quantitatively described within BCS formalism with
a = 3.57.
A remarkable effect of oxygen deficiency and disorder on the low-
temperature behavior of Rs of Y-123 films at 87 GHz was reported in
Ref. 30. The microwave losses displayed a strong reversible dependence on
post-annealing the films. An almost temperature independent R res of 70 mn
was found after quench cooling (< 20 s), but a much smaller Rs (20 K) ofonly
a few mn after slow cooling « 1 h) of the same film, even after reducing
its oxygen content (Tc = 80 K). This observation was interpreted in terms
of a two-gap model31 by assuming that the different levels of oxygenation
led to different values of the Cu-O chain gap. The effect of different metal
stoichiometries of coevaporated Y-123 films on Rs (87 GHz) was analyzed
in Ref. 32. Only a slight variation of Rs was found within 2% of cation
variation around the optimum 1-2-3 composition. Parasitic effects resulted
from different oxygenation levels and, possibly, different scattering rates. In
fact, the different morphologies observed for films of different compositions
were supposed to affect Rs dominantly by different conditions for oxygen
diffusion.21 ,33 The analysis revealed Rs(T) to be determined mainly by
oxygen stoichiometry and order rather than by granular effects.
In contrast to LTS, even the best epitaxially grown Y-123 films exhibit a
large residual surface resistance R res (Figure 2 and Refs. 22, 24). While the
lowest measured R res -values for Nb and Nb3Sn at t = 0.2 stay in the nQ
range up to frequencies of 20 GHz (hl/~ ~ 3% and 1.3%, respectively),
R res -values at 20 K of only about 20 (1000) ~Q at 10 (87) GHzI4,21,34,35
have been obtained reproducibly for Y-123. As pointed out in Ref. 2, this
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high residual level seems to result from extrinsic rather than intrinsic loss
mechanisms. Estimations of Rs from surface impedance calculations on
the basis of the BCS theory for isotropic superconductors using material
parameters for currents in the CU02 planes result in Rs(10 GHz, 20 K)
~ 10 nQ.36 These calculations demonstrated that the advantage of a larger
gap frequency in HTS is partially compensated by the larger ratio A/ ~ .
More realistic Rs-values result from the two-gap mode1.31 A small or
even vanishing value of the energy gap ~2, which is to be associated
with the Cu-O-chains, leads to an enhanced value of XN and hence of Rs •
The predicted sensitivity of ~2 on content and order of the chain-oxygen
agrees with the experimental situation: a much stronger spread is observed
in Rs at 20 K than at 77 K.37 For d-wave superconductors, a limiting
value for R res is also expected, which results from a minimum obtainable
conductivity38-40 al,min, which is limited by the reduced scattering rate2:
(Tl,min/al (t ~ 1) ~ r(O)/~(O) ::s 0.2.19,38 Using A(O) = 140 nm and
Eq. (3) in the limit y « 1 one obtains Rs,min ~ 1 JLQ at 10 GHz, which is
about one order of magnitude below the majority of measured values.
Figure 3 displays the results on the temperature dependence of the
microwave penetration depth obtained for the two films21 of Figure 2.
The inverse squared penetration depth, normalized to its value at zero-
temperature, is plotted versus reduced temperature. According to the two-
fluid formalism, this value equals xs. The usual scaling Xs = 1 - t 4 is
represented by the thin solid curve. The results for weakly and strongly
coupled isotropic single-gap BCS-like superconductors are given by the
dash-dotted and dotted curves. In contrast, the measured xs(t) displays
a much weaker (stronger) temperature dependence at t « 1 (t ~ 1).
Such a behavior was also found by other authors l4,34 and interpreted as
indications for d-wave superconductivity. The calculations41 for a strongly
coupled d-wave superconductor (cubic dX2+y2_Z2-symmetry, vector potential
A parallel to the principal axis of the gap symmetry, G) are also given in
the figure (long-dashed). The case Al..G and the results for weak coupling
and tetragonal dx2_y2-symmetry show similar or even worse deviations from
the experimental data. Finally, the bold solid and dashed curves represent
calculations of xs(t) within the two-gap s-wave approach.42 The data can be
quantitatively described over the complete temperature range using A(O) =
160 nm and (Xl = 5 (4) and (X2 = 1 (0.5) as fit parameters for the two
films. Except for the change in slope of Xs at t·~ 0.5, the data are consistent


















FIGURE 3 Temperature dependence at 87 GHz of the inverse squared penetration depth,
normalized to its low-temperature value, for the two Y-123 films of Figure 2.21 Also shown
are the results expected for the two-fluid model (thin solid curve), a weakly (dash-dotted)
and strongly coupled (dotted) isotropic single-gap BCS-like and a strongly coupled d-wave
superconductor41 (coarsely dashed). The bold solid and dashed curves are fits to the two-gap
model42 with A(O) = 160 nm and a1 = 5(4), a2 = 1(0.5) for the two films.
in Refs. 10,43 asa general feature describing many different A-measurements
for Y-123. The low-temperature value of the penetration depth was found to
vary monotonously with oxygen content.33
2.2.2 Frequency dependence of the surface impedance
Knowledge of the frequency dependence of the surface impedance is crucial
for microwave applications of HTS. Figure 4 is a double-logarithmic .plot
of Rs versus frequency21 depicting selected data on high-quality Y-123 at
T = 77 K. The advantage of single-crystals (crosses) and epitaxial fi~ms
(bulk symbols) compared to copper or polycrystaUine Y-123 (open symbols)
is clearly resolved. Y-123 displays a lower surface resistance than copper up
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to about 200 GHz. Data on TI-2212 fall at 77 K about a factor of 2 below the
data on single-crystalline Y-123 due to the high Tc of 106 K.44 The overall
trend of Rs (f) of HTS resembles that of the conventional superconductors
Nb and Nb3Sn.
Care has to be taken in scaling the surface resistance of HTS generally
quadratic in frequency. As shown earlier, the frequency exponent b in the
power-law Rs <X fb can be calculated consistently within the two-fluid
approach (cf. Equation (3))45:
(4)
According to this analysis, deviations from b == 2 result from a finite value
of the conductivity ratio y == 0'1/0'2 <X w / p, and are thus expected to depend
on the absolute values of frequency and normal-state resistivity. In the limit
y » 1, Equation (4) yields b == 1/2 in accordance with the normal skin
effect. In the opposite limit, b approaches 2 like b == 2 - y2. The frequency
dependence of b agrees well with the data in Figure 4, leading to b ~ 2, 1.92
and 1.68 at 10, 50 and 100 GHz, respectively. The measured dependence of
b on the normal-state resistivity p of high-quality epitaxial films21 at 77 K
is displayed in Figure 5. Using b == 1.5 at f == 87 GHz, T == 77 K and
p == 50 Jl.tQ cm results in the empirical formula
b~2-0.165.{ f[GHz] }2
p[Jl.tQ cm] (5)
which quantitatively reproduces the data in Figures 4 and 5.
As can be seen from Figure 5, the b(p)-dependence of polycrystalline
thick films deviates significantly from that of epitaxial thin films. Enhanced
resistivity values result from the presence of weakly superconducting grain
boundaries which, in turn, slJppress the frequency exponent. In contrast,
for epitaxial films, b is mainly affected by unpaired charge carriers in the
superconducting grains themselves. This conclusion follows directly from
the two-fluid interpretation and indicates granular effects to be negligible.
In order to analyze the temperature dependence of b, Equation (4) needs
to be supple-mented, according to Section 2.1, by:
XN(W, t) . wr(t)
y == ---------
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FIGURE 4 Frequency dependence of Rs (77 K) of high-quality Y-123 single crystals (crosses)
and epitaxial films (filled symbols) compared to polycrystalline samples (open symbols) and
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FIGURE 5 Dependence of the frequency exponent b = a(log Rs)/a(log f) on the normal-
state resistivity, measured at 87 GHz for epitaxial Y-123 films (diamonds).21 The solid line
represents the empirical formula given in Equation (5). The results obtained with granular thick
films45 at 21 GHz are indicated by the shaded area.
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Since scattering effects depend sensitively on the crystalline quality of the
films, no general prediction can be deduced for bet). Experimental results2l
on epitaxial films at 87 GHz indicate shallow changes of Ib(0.8Te ) -
b(4.2K)1 ~ 0.3.
Regarding the use ofHTS for dispersive microwave devices, the frequency
dependence of the effective microwave penetration depth has to be con-
sidered. Referring again to Equation (3) (where the normal conductivity is
assumed Drude-like), Aeff is given by:
[ ]
1/2AL(t) XN(W, t)
A eft (w, t) = 1 - 1 + {wr(t)}2 (7)
Considering typical data2 on ret) andxN(w, t), deviations ofAeff fromAL(t)
have to be expected at temperatures t ~ 0.5 in a frequency range between
10 and 100 GHz or at frequencies above 300 GHz.
2.2.3 Magnetic field dependence ofthe surface impedance
Besides temperature and frequency, magnetic field presents a key parameter
affecting the surface impedance of superconductors. While a low-frequency
magnetic field (or flux density) causes significant increases in Rs and Xs
only above the lower critical field Bel, high-frequency fields display a
more complicated behavior due to the different time scale that such fields
are probing. The lower critical field of Y-123 was found to be about 25
(50-90) mT at 4.2 K for shielding currents within (perpendicular to) the
CU02 planes.46- 48 The surface impedance ofHTS in the mixed state has been
investigated by many groups (see reviews11,49 and more recent work50- 53 ).
Since most of the microwave applications discussed later are restricted to
weak external dc fields B de < Bel, the behavior of Zs(B de) will not be
discussed further. It shall only be noted that HTS in the mixed state exhibit
characteristic time scales of the order of (10 GHz)-l and that Zs(B de )
provides valuable insight into their complicated magnetic phase diagram.
The effect of a high-frequency field of amplitude B rf on the surface
impedance is physically related, though not always equivalent, to the effect
of an alternating current density of amplitude J rf. Two different regimes
can roughly be distinguished for Zs (B rf): linear behavior at field strengths
below a certain limit, B rf < Bey, where Rs and Xs are constant, and nonlinear
behavior at B rf > Bey, where Rs and X s vary as Bc.a, c > 1. As long as
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the power-induced nonlinear loss mechanisms depend only on the amplitude
and not on the sign of the excitation, the general behavior is expected to be:
(8)
where b rf is the rf field level normalized to an appropriate scaling field like,
e.g., Ber . The linear regime (A2 == A3 == 0) is of crucial importance for the
construction ofdevices which need to sustain high microwave field levels with
optimum performance (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). In this case, the crossover field
Ber should be as high as possible. B rf denotes a local maximum rather than an
average, which can be numerically derived for given boundary conditions.
Compared to unpatterned films or cavity resonators, B rf takes enhanced
values at the signal lines of patterned devices, e.g., in coplanar, stripline
or microstrip configurations. Additional field enhancement at the edges of
these lines may result from the geometric dimensions of such devices. In
the opposite case, nonlinear effects (e.g., A2 » Al in Equation (8» may be
desired for special types of signal processing (Section 4.4). The nonlinear
phenomena need to be understood or at least reproducible and empirically
controllable in order to optimize either type of applications.
Nonlinear microwave properties in HTS have most commonly been
studied by investigating the power dependence of the surface impedance
of unpatterned or patterned films. Other, and more sensitive, methods can be
applied as well, which also address more realistically the performance issues
ofuseful devices. These can be distinguished from the multiplicity, the power
level and the modulation of the driving signal(s). Five different types have
been summarized in Ref. 54: harmonic generation, intermodulation, satu-
ration and desensitization, cross modulation and conversion of amplitude-
to phase-modulation. In addition, nonlinear effects can be studied either in
the frequency-domain or in the time-domain where the dynamic response
of the test objects to excitation pulses of variable amplitude and duration is
investigated. Many of these methods have been applied to study nonlinear
effects in unpatterned44,55-58 or patterned coplanar54,59-64, microstrip65-67
or stripline arrangements68,69 using Y-123 or TI-2212. This review does not
attempt to be complete but rather to summarize general trends.
As demonstrated in Figure 6, the field dependence of Zs provides
information on the high-frequency performance of HTS supplementary to
that obtained from Zs (T) .1° The left part of the figure displays R s(T) at the
fundamental mode at 8 GHz (n == 1) and at its first harmonic at 16 GHz
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FIGURE 6 Left: Rs (T) of two linear coplanar resonators (open and filled symbols, 646B and
770) obtained in the fundamental mode (n = 1) at 8 GHz and its first harmonic (n = 2).70
Right: Dependence of Rs of the same samples on the peak edge field at 15 K.
(n = 2) for two different coplanar resonators (samples 646B and 770)
patterned from 350 nm thick Y-123 films on MgO substrates. The surface
resistance of the two samples differed only by about 10 tLQ over the whole
temperature range. In contrast to this similarity, the films exhibited drastically
different power performances at 15 K (right-hand part of Figure 6). Sample
646 B displayed a gradual increase of Rs with B rf already at very small
field levels (1 AIm corresponds to 4rr/104 mT) and a strong increase above
0.25 mT, while Rs of sample 770 remained constant up to about 25 mT.
Since the growth conditions were different for the two films, this result was
attributed to the presence of defects.
Many authors reported a quadratic increase of Rs with B rf above 0.1 mT
with a quartic (or even stronger) dependence becoming dominant at a
frequency and temperature dependent field value Ber .6S ,66,68
Table I summarizes recent data on the maximum reported field levels
obtained for different samples at different frequencies and temperatures. The
Rs (B rf ) characteristics are divided into three categories: Type A describes
constant Rs at B rf < Ber with a sharp increase of losses at higher fields.
Type B represents quadratic Rs (B rf ), while type C summarizes other power-
dependences. Except for the data in rows 11, 12 and 14, which were obtained
in pulsed measurements with pulse lengths (intervals) of ~ ms (about 10 ms),
the field dependence of Zs was deduced from slow (> 30 ms) frequency
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TABLE I Data on the nonlinear surface resistance of Y-123 and Tl-2212 samples
HTS Film Type of F'quency Temper- Rs at Crossover Type of Remarks
(substrate)a thickness device [GHz] ature [K] small field Rs(B rf Y
[nm] B rf [p,Q] Bcrb [mT]
Y-123 180-350 coplanar 8 15 20-50 5-25 A
(MgO) resonator
Y-123 350 coplanar 5.2, 15 25, 9-19 A 2
(LAO) resonator lOA, 100,
15.6 230
Y-123 350 coplanar 8 15 25 0.7 A 3
(MgO) resonator 33 12.5 A,C
Y-123 800 coplanar 5.7 4.2 ~ 35 0.1-4 A,B 4
(MgO) resonator
Y-123 200 coplanar 6.2 50 60 3.5 B,C 5
(LAO) resonator 50 75 5 B,C
Y-123 380 microstrip 3.7 70-77 not cited 7.5-10 B 6
(LAO) ring
Y-123 200-300 meander 3 7 50-100 2 B 7
(LAO) microstrip
Y-123 700 meander 1.5 4.2 4.3 28 B 8
(LAO) stripline 77 15 5 B
Y-123 700 meander 1.5 4.2 6 ~ 50 B 9
(LAO) stripline 77 20 ~ 15 B
Y-123 250 microstrip 3.6 77 not cited :s3 A 10
(LAO) disk
Y-123 350 unpattemed 21.5 4.2 100 12 A 11
(MgO)
. Y-123 380 unpatterned 19 77 :s 2000 7 A 12
(LAO) 560 77 :s 2000 1.8 A
330 4.2 200 '? 27 A
50 500 ~ 23 C
77 750 14 C
Y-123 300 unpatterned 5.6 50 not cited 13 A,C 13
(LAO)
Tl-2212 250 unpatterned 19 4.2 :s 1000 1 C 14
(LAO) 77 :s 1800 :s1 C
Tl-2212 700 unpatterned 5.6 4.2 18 0.5 A 15
(LAO) 80 60 0.3 A
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aLAO denotes LaAI03 .
bThe values in this column present the threshold fields above which Rs increases strongly in type A behavior.
For type B characteristics, the data denote the field level at which quadratic behavior changes into a quartic
or stronger dependence.
CType A denotes curves where Rs remains constant up to the field level cited in the preceding column. Type
B stands for quadratic Rs (B rf ) dependences, type C for other behavior than described by types A or B.
Remarks:
1- Data comprise a set of differently prepared films. 6o
2 - Data obtained at the fundamental, first and second harmonic mode.6o
3 - Data correspond to differently prepared films.7o The film with higher Rs (0) showed a slight increase of
Rs already above 0.1 mT.
4 - The data comprise results of differently prepared films. Type B was reported for the film with the lower
Bcr .64
5 - The Bcr values are positively correlated to the critical current densities61 Jc = 1.7 and 3.0 MA/cm?
6 - The characteristic field levels were not cited by the authors but extracted graphically from their Rs (B rf )
curves.65
7 - The authors note that the high residual resistance is likely to be caused by the teflon spacer between signal
line and ground plate.66
8 - The characteristic field was reported in Ref. 71 to vary with reduced temperature as (1 - (2).68 Quadratic
behavior was observed above 0.05 mT.
9 - The record values were reported in Ref. 74 for magnetron sputtered films. The Bcr-values denote the field
levels at which Rs has increased significantly from its low-field value.
10 - Data from Ref. 56.
11 - The data were measured in a Nb host cavity by endplate replacement.55
12 - The data were measured for films of 1" diameter and different thicknesses in a sapphire resonator.56 The
low-field Rs-value was likely to be affected by parasitic losses. The Bcr-values at 4.2 and 50 K were limited
by the measurement system. The characteristic field of a 2"-diameter-film was reported57 to be 5 mT at 77 K.
13 - Rs (B rf ) increased linearly with field at low field levels.58
14 - The measurement technique is the same as in row 12.72 Rs increased gradually with B rf from the lowest
investigated level (0.01 mT).
15 - The data were obtained on 2"-diameter-films using a sapphire resonator.44,73
sweeps across the resonant frequency. The cooling conditions also differed
for the listed experiments. The data reveal a large scatter which is related to the
many different deposition and measurement techniques applied. Accordingly,
the reported Ber-values seem uncorrelated with the film thickness or the
surface resistance at low field levels. Also, no general frequency dependence
of Ber has been found between 1.5 and 15 GHz.60,71 Some groups
reported correlations between the slope aRs / aB rf and the critical current
density.sS,S6,61
Figure 7 compares the remaining data ofTable I which might be correlated.
Interestingly, the maximum field values at 4.2 K were obtained on patterned
devices.74 This fact might reflect the field enhancement in such samples
wl!ich allows more easily to excite strong fields at the edges of the signal
lines compared to unpatterned films. Furthermore, the data do not indicate
film damage which could have been induced from the patterning process. A
similar conclusion was drawn from a set of measurements performed with




4.2 to 15 K
50K
FIGURE 7 Statistical view of the data in Table I, sorted after temperatures. Bright and dark
columns respresent types A and B as defined in Table I, grey columns indicate type C. The
arrows indicate power limitation from the Nb endplate.
(bright columns in Figure 7) to occur mostly at low temperatures, except
for the (micro)stripline experiments, whereas types Band C (black and
grey ~olumns) prevail at elevated temperatures. It is remarkable that none
of the maximum field levels significantly exceeded the lower critical field
of the investigated HTS. Considering that Bel scales as <Po/A2 yields
Bel (t)/ Bel (0) = 1- t 2 (Section 2.2.1). Such a temperature dependence was
found experimentally in Ref. 71, and it describes the maximum Ber-values
at the different temperatures in Table I and Figure 7 reasonably well. The
peak current densities corresponding to Ber were reported to be about 106 to
107 Ncm2 .
Time-resolved measurements of the dynamic nonlinear response ofY-123
films indicated basically two different loss mechanisms (see also Section 4.4).
The impulse response of thin coplanar transmission lines to picosecond
pulses revealed a "slow" effect with a time constant of the order of
10 ns and a nonthermal "fast" effect « 30 ps).63 The slow response was
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attributed to local heating effects whereas the physical origin of the fast
nonlinearity could not be explained. Similar time scales were observed for
the photoresponse of thin current-biased HTS films to picosecond laser pulses
at wavelengths of 1.06 and 0.80 JLm.76 ,77 The authors attributed the widths
of the photoresponse pulses of about 30 ps to nonequilibrium mechanisms.
Due to phonon relaxation processes, the fast signal was followed by a much
slower (about 7 ns) thermal response. Response times of 100 to 200 nm thick
Y-123 films of as low as 1.5 ps were reported recently at 79 K for 150 fs laser
pulses at 0.79 JLm.78
Many different loss mechanisms could be responsible for the nonlinear
phenomena observed in the frequency-domain measurements. Intrinsic
pairbreaking effects,79 Josephson behavior,71,80-82 bulk vortex dynamics83
and combinations of these11,68,84 as well as critical state effects11,65 have
been proposed so far. The most often cited approach68 assumes Josephson
behavior to be dominant at low and intermediate field levels B rf :s Ber ,
whereas at higher field levels bulk vortex dynamics would dictate the
nonlinear Rs (B rf ). This model is undoubtedly powerful in describing
many data quantitatively very well. However, the physical meaning of the
fit parameters (Josephson critical current densities > 106 Alcm2 , normal
junction resistances of only a few mQ and inherent grain sizes about
3 j..tm) becomes questionable regarding the irrelevance of granular effects
in describing Rs(T, f), and referring to realistic data on artifical HTS grain
boundary Josephsonjunctions.2 Furthermore, the application of the model is
restricted to the type-B characteristics mentioned in Table I, whereas type-A
or -C curves were not considered.
The data obtained from frequency and time domain investigations contain
supplementary informations about the nature of the nonlinear losses, which
have not yet been analyzed in a comprehensive manner. At least, thermal
effects must not be neglected in interpreting the nonlinear Rs (B rf) since
the described experiments applied high-power excitations that were very
long compared to the thermal time scale deduced from the time.;.domain
experiments.
Some remarks should be added which might be relevant for a consistent
description of Zs (B rf). The main ingredient to the granular model is a
microwave current-dependent Josephson inductance,68 L](I rf )/L](O) =
[1 - (I rf / Ie] )2]-1/2. L kin (t) / L kin (0) = A(t) /A(O) = [1 - t 2]-1/2
is obtained when kinetic effects are considered to result from a thermal
suppression of the fraction of paired charge carriers, Xs (t) = 1 - t 2 • The
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temperature t denotes the local temperature of the electronic system (cf.
Section 4.4.1) rather than the measured value. Assuming, e.g., a linear
relationship between microwave current amplitude and this temperature,
makes both expressions phenomenologically undistinguishable. Linear I rf -
versus-t relations can, in principle, be obtained for certain thermal boundary
conditions.85 Altogether, thermal effects seem essential for an improved
modelling of Zs (T, B rf), especially at higher temperature where type B
and C characteristics are dominant.
In summary, the power-dependent surface resistance of HTS indicates
two different regimes. At field levels below Bey, (localized) granular and/or
thermal effects might govern Rs(B rf). Optimization of Rs(B rf) therefore
concerns the optimization of the film quality, but also that of cooling the
film and the interfaces film-substrate, substrate-housing and housing-coolant.
Above Bey, which might tentatively be identified with Bel, bulk vortex
penetration seems to limit the maximum achievable B rf values. This is in
contrast to LTS where the nucleation of Abrikosov vortices is too slow for
Bel to limit B rf ,max at such high frequencies. 23 The main difference between
HTS and LTS in this respect is the much smaller coherence length and thus
the time required for the nucleation of a vortex. Applications at very high
field levels would consequently have to exploit the (1 - t2)-dependence
of Bey, i.e. profit from a reduced operating temperature. As mentioned in
Ref. 54, the very low Bel-Value of TI-2212 films (about 1 mT at 80 K) might
be a severe drawback for applications of this material at high field levels.
Finally, a comprehensive phenomenological understanding of the microwave
properties of HTS seems to require a balanced consideration of heating,
scattering effects and granularity.
3 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION OF HTS MICROWAVE DEVICES
3.1 General Remarks
As discussed in several extended reviews,1,2,86 the material engineering
of HTS, based on the knowledge of the temperature, frequency and field
dependent surface impedance, must be supplemented by proper device
engineering in order to meet realistic system requirements. Figure 8 is a
schematic view of aspects which are of major importance in this context.
The relative weight of the different categories is meant to be qualitative.






FIGURE 8 Schematic representation of aspects which are relevant for system implementation
of HTS devices.
contribution, only some general remarks will be given in the following, which
are based on a previous analysis.2 Reflecting the importance for operational
microwave systems, recent developments of refrigeration techniques are
treated separately and in greater detail in Section 3.2.
Realistic specifications ofHTS films comprise, in addition to guaranteeing
a reproducible surface impedance (Section 2.2), film size, thickness and
complexity. Most of the multi-element microwave devices or integrated
subsystems, which are presently considered interesting for commercial
applications, require areas up to 3" in diameter. Although appropriate
deposition techniques have been developed for such film sizes, the density
of structural defects like holes or precipitates limits the achievable circuit
complexity. Further optimization of the different film preparation techniques
should therefore be directed towards reduced defect densities. The film
thickness affects the absolute level of surface resistance and reactance if
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it is of comparable magnitude as the penetration depth. It also determines
the maximum power the film can carry before nonlinear effects show
up (Section 4.1.2). Provided that epitaxial growth can be sustained, film
thicknesses of about 700 nm, but at least 300 nm, seem appropriate for most
microwave applications of HTS. Double-sided HTS films and multilayer
structures are required for the fabrication of many devices, especially if
low inductances are involved. Homo- and/or heteropitaxial growth, low
interdiffusion and complete oxygenation of all HTS film layers are major
requirements for high-quality devices.
It is well recognized that the epitaxial growth of HTS films for microwave
applications requires single-crystalline substrates with a suitable permittivity,
Re (B) = By, low dielectric losses (tan <5 = Re (B)/ 1m (B)) and a small
mismatch in lattice parameters and thermal expansion. The real part of
the complex-valued dielectric constant, By, which should preferrably be
isotropic and homogeneous on a microscopic scale, determines the achievable
degree of miniaturization and the propagation velocity of guided waves.
The temperature dependences of By and tan <5 should be weak since they
might limit the stability of, e.g., high-quality resonators for stable oscillators
(Section 4.2). The substrates should also be very smooth, with a well
defined thickness being constant over the whole size, and chemically inert
with respect to the preparation conditions relevant for HTS. The most
successfully adopted substrates for Y-123 films are MgO (despite the lattice
mismatch), LaAI03 (LAO) (despite its twinning), NdGa03 (NGO) and
Yttrium-stabilized Zr02 (YSZ) (despite their high loss tangents). Regarding
the available wafer size and related costs, the low loss tangent and the potential
for HTS-semiconductor integration, A1203, Si and GaAs are also promising
candidates if appropriate buffer layers are provided. TI-2212 films have been
deposited successfully onto LAO, NGO and Ce02-buffered sapphire.
Single microwave circuit elements usually consist of coplanar, microstrip
or strip transmission lines, all of which display specific advantages and
disadvantages (e.g., single-versus double-sided films, mono- versus multi-
layer techniques, characteristic impedance, bandwidth, radiation losses,
current-enhancement at edges, sensitivity to substrate properties and so on).
The optimum design will depend on the purpose of the device and has to
be set individually. For a given type of transmission line, the propagation
constant of a strip or a coplanar transmission line can be deduced from
numerical simulations taking into account the complex surface impedance
of the superconductor. Many commercial computer-aided design codes are
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known for modeling more complex planar microwave devices like filters.
However, the adventure ofHTS has uncovered significant weaknesses among
which are: The large penetration depth of HTS compared to typical film
thicknesses cannot be described by the usually employed thick- or thin-film
limits. The large permittivity (sr > 18) of some substrates adopted for HTS
film deposition is not accounted for in many of these computer codes. Finally,
some codes for the design of microwave filters cannot handle very small
bandwidths (~ 1%).
The patterning of HTS films into the desired structures also deserves some
remarks. Chemical etching usually provides structures with geometrical edge
definitions of the order of a few /-tm. This uncertainty can be dealt with in,
e.g., wide transmission lines for operation at low power levels. However,
optimized high-power performance, miniaturized circuit elements or highly
integrated systems require physical etching processes like Argon ion beam
etching through metal masks.
A final and decisive step towards an operational microwave device is an
appropriate packaging technique. There are many individual ways to go, and
this paragraph summarizes only some of the more important concerns. First,
the performance of a microwave circuit can be dramatically altered by the
presence of spurious modes in a metallic environment. Proper areal grounding
between the groundplate(s) and the housing are essential to prevent parasitic
modes between HTS device and metal walls. An appropriate dimensioning of
the enclosure is basic for shifting box resonances out of the frequency band of
interest. Second, as far as sandwich-type stacked arrangements are employed,
airgaps between adjacent substrates alter the performance, reproducibility
and stability of the device essentially. Planar interfaces and bonding methods
are valuable tools to handle this problem. Third, an efficient means has
to be provided to guide the waves from the planar device to the (coaxial)
external circuit. Impedance matching, thermal expansion and mechanical
manufacturability determine successful solutions. Fourth, the packaging must
be mechanically robust enough to withstand the environmental conditions
to which a device will be exposed. This is of special concern for possible
applications of HTS microwave systems in satellite systems. Fifth, to operate
a superconductive system, low operating temperatures have to be provided,
sustained and controlled. "Efficient" cooling means to provide conditions for
reliable physical operation, to keep costs, weight and maintenance intervals
at an economically tolerable level and to pass the threshold related to the





All possible processes to provide cooling rely on the first and second
principles of thermodynamics. One of the most important consequences of
these fundamentals is that the ultimate efficiency of a cyclic process is always




where T hot is the temperature at the warm side of the cooling system. For low
temperatures T « T hot, Equation (9) yields an efficiency which increases
linearly with temperature. For the two boiling points of nitrogen (77 K)
and helium (4.2 K) at normal pressure (105 Pa) and Thot = 300 K, one
obtains 1Jc = 0.35 and 0.015. Besides cooling by dissipating the latent heat
of liquefied gases, refrigeration can be obtained by expanding working gases
(or gas mixtures) at constant entropy or constant enthalpy, the latter being
known as the Joule-Thomson process.87 The efficiency of gas expansion
machines is basically improved by employing heat exchangers which are
either recuperative (which exploit the backflow ofcold gas towards the warm
stage ofthe refrigerator) or regenerative (which rely on the large heat capacity
of suitable materials). Powerful refrigeration systems contain a combination
of both types and usually consist of multi-stage arrangements. More detailed
informations on the physics of refrigerators can be found, e.g., in Ref. 88.
As mentioned in the previous Section, there will hardly be any commercial
application of HTS systems if there is no appropriate cooling system. The
meaning of "appropriate" depends on the field of application. For HTS
microwave systems, the basic concerns were summarized in Refs. 89, 90 (in
a sequence which was not meant to reflect the importance of each statement).
1. The desired temperature of operation is one of the major input parameters.
The cooling efficiency increases and the required electrical input power,
the size and the weight of the cryocooler decrease with increasing
operating temperature.91 On the other hand, the absolute levels of surface
resistance, penetration depth and critical current density, the current-
carrying capability, the temperature variation of these parameters and
the thermal noise improve with decreasing temperature. The resulting
temperature range for the application of HTS in microwave devices is
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therefore expected to be in the range 50 to 80 K and, for high-performance
applications, eventually even lower (Figure 9).
2. The net cooling power required for a stable and reliable operation of
a device needs to be known. Its value depends on the complexity of
the system (single component versus multi-element system), its internal
power consumption (e.g., low-power operation in receivers versus high-
power in transmitters), the external heat losses due to thermal and electric
leads, and the total thermal capacitance to be cooled, which is determined
by the masses and the thermal capacities of the materials used. A tentative
interval of 100 mW to lOW has been assumed in Figure 9.
3. The total electrical input power relative to the net cooling power,
sometimes called the "coefficient of performance", determines the choice
and possible limitations of the refrigerator. Considering efficiencies of
0.01 rJe, the power needs range between 1.4 kW per Watt at 20 K and
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FIGURE 9 Net cooling power versus temperature for different cooling mechanisms. Grey
dashed areas denote the regimes accessible with the liquid coolants LHe, LNe, and LN2 . The
grey rectangle represents the expected regime for microwave applications of HTS. A and D
stand for adiabatic demagnetization and dilution refrigeration, GM for Oifford-McMahon, S for
Stirling, PT for pulse tube, I-S, 2-S and 3-S for single, double and triple stages, and TE for
thermoelectric. Typical performance obtained with OM-coolers is· indicated by filled squares,
with S-coolers by circles and with PT-coolers by open squares. The data were deduced from
several publications.89-91,94
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4. Weight and volume play major roles for the application ofHTS microwave
devices in satellite-based systems.3Typical values for commercial systems
are 200, 40, 15 and 1.5 kg per Watt cooling power at 4.2, 10, 20 and 80 K,
respectively.91 The benefit of miniaturized and/or high-performance HTS
circuits must not be compensated by bulky or heavy refrigerators. Such
a counterbalance would likely prevent HTS from becoming applicable in
this field.
5. The cooldown time is another important criterion for a real device. It
depends on the device architecture and the packaging as well as on the net
cooling power available at the operating temperature. Realistic values are
epexted to. be around some 10 minutes.
6. Reliability is a major problem of all categories of refrigerators. Liq-
uid coolants handle extreme cooling situations but require expensive
and logistically complicated maintenance and refilling (Section 3.2.2).
Closed-cycle cryocoolers were, until recently, only developed for two
extreme cases: either for military purposes (environmental surveillance)
or satellite-based systems (military and civilian). While in the former case
relatively cheap (about 103 US$) systems with a low "mean-time before
failure" (MTBF) of a few 103hours became available, refrigerators for the
latter purpose were extremely reliable (MTBF ~ 105 h) but also extremely
expensive (about 105 US$). The present challenge is therefore to develop
reliable (MTBF ::: 104 h) as well as cheap (::; 103 US$) cryocoolers. From
recent research successes, this task seems likely to be fulfilled in the near
future.
7. The different types of cryocoolers differ strongly in sources of noise and
fluctuations of the operating parameters. Stable and precise temperature
control, low-level mechanical vibrations and low electromagnetic inter-
ferences are vital for applications ofHTS to sensitive devices like SQUIDs
and bolometric detectors. Novel arrangements of cold heads and sample
positioning have been developed to minimize the noise by mechanical,
spatial, temporal and electronic noise compensation.92,93
Along with these numerous criteria, there are many different solutions
possible. Furthermore, the rapid progress ofHTS technology has enormously
been pushing the development of reliable miniaturized coolers.94
3.2.2 Liquid coolants Liquefied gases like liquid nitrogen (LN2) have not
been considered serious candidates for the refrigeration of HTS microwave
systems because of the complex and, more or less, frequent maintenance
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required. However, they display some remarkable features which might be
relevant for a few specific applifications of HTS devices. Liquid coolants
allow for immersion or vapor cooling, and numerous revolutionary architec-
tures of bath or gas flow cryostats have been developed since the pioneering
work of H.K. Onnes. Only a limited temperature range is accessible in bath
cryostats which is determined by the thermodynamic phase diagrams of the
gases (marked in Figure 9 by grey dashed areas).
One advantage of immersion cooling is that very large cooling capacities
can be provided for very large areas. For instance, large-scale particle
accelerators employing LTS cavities and magnets have been designed with
cryostats having volumes of several 106 cm3 and a refrigeration power of
tens of kW at an efficiency of up to 0.2 7Jc even at T = 2 K.9S,96 A high
reliablity of MTBF = 5 . 104 h was reported which was usually limited by the
helium compressor.
On the other extreme, gas flow cryostats have been constructed for high-
precision measurements like biomagnetic signal recording.97 The volume of
miniature portable cryostats ranges between 102 and 103 cm3. The cryostats
are completely made of non-magnetic fiberglass materials with very low
residual magnetic noise allowing for an operation in unshielded environment
at a level of 20 to 40 fT/(Hz) 1/2 . The temperature can be stabilized within
a few mK, and the low helium evaporation enables continuous operation
over some 10 to 100 h. Cryostats allowing for upright and reverse positions
have been built as well as systems with separations of only a few mm
between the cold sample and ambient temperature. Similar dewar systems
have been constructed for use of liquid nitrogen (LN2).97,98 Due to the higher
temperature, cold-warm distances below 1 mm were achieved. Since the
latent heat of LN2 is a factor of 40 higher than that of LHe, the need for
refilling is expected to be correspondingly less frequent.
3.2.3 Closed-cycle cryocoolers Unless bulky systems need to be cooled
or extremely stable and quiet operating conditions are required,- the use of
closed-cycle cryocoolers (CCC) is favoured. The most prominent types are
based on the Gifford-McMahon and the Stirling thermodynamic cycles87,88
(GM and S in Figure 9). A certain volume of gas, e.g., some liters of helium,
is iteratively transferred between a compressing and an expanding stage with
intermediate regenerative stages. A phase shift between the mass flow and
the pressure cycle provides the cooling effect.99 The compressing stage in
GM-refrigerators is placed outside. the cold stage in contrast to the S-type
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CCC. As a result, GM-systems produce less vibrations, are less sensitive to
gas contamination and have a higher reliability (MTBF ~ 4.104 h) compared
to S-systems (MTBF ~ 5 . 103 h).89 Commercially available GM-coolers
provide typically 1 to 5 W refrigeration power at 10 K, but can hardly be
miniaturized.91 ,94 Recent progress in the development of CCC resulted in
cooling capacities of about 1 W at 4.2 K with efficiencies of 0.01-0.03 rJe
using a two-stage GM cooler in combination with rare earth regenerators,
a three-stage GM cooler in combination with a Joule-Thomson expansion
stage or a three-stage GM cooler exploiting a novel thermodynamic cycle
("Boreas" cycle).100
In contrast to the GM-machines, Stirling cryocoolers are suited for appli-
cations where small and lightweight systems and small cooling capacities are
required. Figure 10 presents a schematic view of a Stirling refrigerator. The
displacer located at the cold stage provides the required phase shift between
mass flow and pressure wave.99 For a 90° phase shift between the volume
variation at the cold end and the compressor cycle (performing the mechanical
work W), most of the gas is compressed at the hot end and expanded at the
cold end. As a result, the heat Q is absorbed at the cold head, and an amount
Qo is produced at the hot stage. The cold moving displacer usually limits
the maximum achievable lifetime of such systems, but improvements have
been reported recently on the clearance seal technology, the use of linear
instead of rotary drive motors and the handling of gas contamination.89 ,91
However, the displacer motion causes mechanical vibrations and magnetic
interference which can not be tolerated for certain application of highly
sensitive detectors.93
A very promising modification ofthe Stirling cooler is the pulse tube cooler
(PT in Figure 9, schematic in Figure 10), in which the moving displacer is
eliminated from the expander. It thus has no moving parts in the cold stage
and bears a great potential for high reliability and also for miniaturization.
The concept of the pulse tube refrigerator is known since 1963,101 but the
minimum achieved temperature ofa single-stage system so far was only about
120 K. Much better performance has been obtained by modifications of the
pulse tube, namely the orifice pulse tube102 and the double-inlet pulse tube,103
which reached in a single-stage minimum temperatures of 49 and 28 K as
summarized in Ref. 104. The required thermodynamic phase shift is obtained
by mass flow through an orifice to a reservoir.99 PT coolers are presently
under intense development with respect to an improved understanding of the

















FIGURE 10 Schematics of a Stirling (left) and an orifice pulse tube refrigerator (right) with
indicated thermodynamic parameters like mechanical work W done at a frequency wand heats
Qo, Q, QH and Qc produced or absorbed at the different stages.99
stages for higher refrigeration power, miniaturization and noise cancellation.
Recent data on achieved cooling capacities for single (l-S), double (2-S) and
triple (3-S) stage systems are implemented in Figure 9. It is worth mentioning
that the lowest achieved temperature of a 3-stage PT cooler is at present
3.6 K. lOS Very recently, a minimum temperature of 9 K was achieved with
a single-stage PT cooler, the warm head of which was cooled by LN2 to
77 K. 106
Not many efforts have yet been reported for a complete cryogenic
integration of HTS circuits.90 An important technology push in this respect
came from the two phases of the "High-Temperature Superconductivity
Space Experiment", HTSSE, conducted by the Naval Research Laboratory
in Washington, D.C. (Refs. 107, 108 and Section 5.1.1). The final system
package including about 10 HTS microwave subsystems (contributing a mass
of about 3 kg), cold bus, ambient temperature frame, cryocooler and related
electronics and multi-layer insulation weighed about 30 kg. Under optimized
thermal packaging, the total heat load amounted to 350 mW at about 80 K.
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In summary, GM-, S- and PT refrigerators provide sufficient refrigeration
power for cooling HTS microwave systems (Figure 9). Improved reliability,
miniature designs and reasonable noise performance have already been
demonstrated. However, further optimization of these issues as well as the
need for low costs remain to be pursued. Comparing the present state-of-the-
art in CCC technology with that three years ago, enormous developments
have been achieved, and future reviews of this field might likely report further
important breakthroughs in the cryogenic engineering of superconductors.
4 PASSIVE HTS MICROWAVE COMPONENTS
4.1 General Considerations
4.1.1 Linear transmission line elements The microwave response of a
linear two-port is completely described by the scattering parameters Sij =
1Sij I . exp{- i <I> ij } with i, j = 1, 2. For example, S11 describes the amplitude
of the voltage reflected at port 1, normalized to the amplitude of the incident
voltage. In case of a reciprocal device, the coefficients ofvoltage transmission
from port 2 to 1 and vice versa, S12 and S21, are identical. Any such
device can be characterized by the frequency dependence of the dissipative
response (insertion loss aI L = -20 . log IS211) and by that of the dispersive
response (group delay Tgr = d<l>21/dw). If the device can be assumed
lossless, energy conservation requires that ISll12 = IS2212 = 1 - IS2112
and 2<1>21 = <1>11 + <1>22 ± n. The stored energy W, averaged over a cycle
2n / wand normalized to the incident power, can be expressed as the "storage
quality factor" Q store:
wW { 2 d<l>ll 2 d<l>2 }Q store = -p.w· (1-IS211 )-d-· + IS211 -d
dlSS w w
(10)
Equation (10) holds if port 2 is terminated by a matched load. The scattering
parameters and the phase response can be related, in case ofa resonant system,
to the loaded quality factor of the resonator, QL :
2QLISul = 1- ---Q CQu.pl,i
1 wZ
tan(<I>ij) = _. 2 2










where Q coupl ,i describes the stored energy normalized to the energy per
cycle coupled through port i. Considering all possible loss mechanisms,
conservation of energy translates into a sum rule for inverse Q-values:
1 1 1 1
-==--+--+--QL Q diss Q coupl Q rad
(12)
where the dissipative term comprises losses in the conductors as well as in
the dielectric (cf. Equation (13)). Except for pulsed measurements with a
pulse shorter than (2n ~fl/2)-I,where ~fl/2 is the 3-dB bandwidth of the
transmitted power, Q coupl can be identified with Q store. The dissipation term
in Equation (12) is determined by the surface resistance of the conductors
and the loss tangent of the dielectrics:
1 1 1 Rs
-- == -- + -- == Ycond - + Ydiel tan 8 (13)Q diss Q cond Q diel 20
with Yi weighting the contribution of each loss mechanism to the total
dissipation and 20 == 120 n(in units of Q) the free-space wave-impedance.
This analysis can be applied to many different kinds of devices, including
single as well as multiple circuit elements. The microwave response of, e.g.,
a single bandpass filter can be described by low in-band insertion loss, high
out-of-band rejection and steep skirts in a prescribed passband. The value
of 18211 at the center frequency and the steepness of the phase response are
determined, according to Equation (11), by the loaded quality factor. With
properly chosen substrate materials, geometric arrangements minimizing
radiative losses and for weak coupling, QL is limited by Q cond and thus
by Rs (Equations (12) and (13)). For a bandpass filter at center frequency fa
and bandwidth ~f, which consists of N coupled filter elements, the stored
energy is given by
fa N
Q store == WTGr :::: - L Yk~f k=1 (14)
with Yk the weights of the single filter elements. Steep filter skirts (i.e. small
~f) require high Q store -values which result in an enhanced sensitivity
of the device to power dissipation in the conductor (Equation (12)). As
another example, an allpass filter is characterized by low insertion loss at all
frequencies and a group delay with specified frequency dependence. Special
cases are nondispersive delay lines with Tgr = constant and chirp filters with
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a linear group delay 7:gr <X w. The resulting group delay of a chain of
allpass sections is simply given by the sum of the individual group delays of
each element. Possible applications concern, e.g., group-delay equalizers and
chirp-filters with large products ofdifferential delay time and bandwidth. The
desire for large group delays implies again a high sensitivity of such devices
to the surface resistance. Finally, single antenna elements or antenna arrays
can be considered as special types of resonators with a dominant role of the
radiative term Q rad in Equation (12) (Section 4.3).
4.1.2 Power handling capability Another very important issue is the
performance of a HTS device at elevated power levels (Section 2.2.3). The
maximum surface current Hs ,max in a resonant two-port is related to the stored




Hs,max = Ypow (wW) = Ypow QL . Q coupl ,i
(15)
The coefficient Ypow (in units AImlWl / 2 ) describes the transformation of
power fed to the circuit via port 1 into the maximum field amplitude which
eventually limits the device performance. This coefficient can be related to
the dissipative weight Ycond in Equation (13) by
2
Y pow
2y cond max {Hs2 } A
=_._-.
ZoA ave {H?}A (16)
where A is the surface contributing to Rs and max{Hs2}A (or ave {Hs2}A) is
the maximum (or average) of Hs2 over this area. Similar equations can be set
up for the maximum amplitude of the total current I rf or of the corresponding
flux density B rf. It can be concluded from Equations (15) and (16) that
large values of Hs,max on the HTS surface occur in high-Q and/or in
low-dimensional (small A) devices or in devices where Rs contributes much
to the total losses (large Ycond). Microwave components with high power
capability should accordingly be fabricated with dielectric-loaded resonators
(Section 4.2.3) or parallel-plate resonators rather than with stripline, coplanar
or lumped-element devices. 1
In summary, the application of HTS to linear passive microwave devices
is especially challenging if a high storage factor is required (e.g., in highly
dispersive components), if the power dissipation in the conductor limits the
achievable insertion loss (e.g. in high-Q devices or lumped-element circuits)
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and if a high degree of linearity (e.g. in receiver front ends) or large circulating
powers (e.g. in transmitters) are required.
4.2 Nonradiating Devices
4.2.1 Planar HTS transmission lines Nonresonant transmission lines are
building elements of integrated microwave devices. They can be designed
as coplanar, microstrip or stripline configurations.2 If pulse propagation is
considered, e.g. in transmission lines for optical communication systems109
or in pulsed digital circuits,110 large bandwidths are required which determine
the circuit design.
Resonant transmission lines are key elements for planar filters. Further.,.
more, they are valuable tools for measuring the propagation constant and
the power-handling capability of HTS. The simplest way to obtain resonant
structures is to terminate transmission lines electrically or magnetically such
that the resulting lengths are multiples of a quarter or half of the guided
wavelength. Coplanar structures benefit from the single-sided conductor
structure but display, for a given quality of the conductor material and a given
wave impedance, a considerably higher attenuation compared to microstrip
lines. 111 The lower insertion loss ofmicrostrip lines is achieved at the expense
of double-sided conductor arrangements. In order to build highly integrated
circuits with a given wave impedance, both the width of the stripline and
the thickness of the substrate have to be reduced. Since the latter cannot
be arbitrarily decreased, multilayer structures with heteroepitaxiallayers of
HTS and dielectric films are required.
4.2.2 Planar HTS transmission line filters and delay lines Filters are key
elements in analog signal processing like channelizing the input signals
of a receiving unit (multiplexing) or combining different channels at the
transmitting stage (demultiplexing). Of basic concern are well-defined (and
adjustable) center frequencies, small bandwidths, steep skirts, prescribed
values of in-band insertion loss and out-of-band rejection, high linearity
and, eventually, poles at specified frequencies. According to Equation (14),
high-order (N > 6, L Yk > 10) bandpass filters with narrow relative
bandwidths of t1f/ fa :::; 1% yield a storage factor Q store > 103 . For
the insertion loss at center frequency to be below 0.5 dB, an unloaded
quality factor of typically Q diss = 104 and a high power-carrying capability
are therefore required. At frequencies below 15 GHz, such values can in
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principle be achieved with normal conducting waveguide structures, but a
compact planar design requires the use of superconducting components.
Single microstrip and stripline resonators with Q values of 6 . 104 at 1.5
to 2 GHz, 5.4 . 104 at 3.6 GHz, 4.5 . 104 at 4.4 GHz and 1.5 . 104 at 6.9 GHz
were reported at 70 to 77 K by several groups.56,I09,112-114 Such Q-values
suffice for implementation in input multiplexers and/or output multiplexers
of mobile communication systems provided that the required linear power
performance be achieved, and that tunable filters with specified frequency
responses be constructed.
Most of the planar Y-123 and TI-2212 or 2223 filters demonstrated so
far employ parallel-coupled transmission line resonatorsJ,7Z,86,115,116 The
impact of the filter design on planar HTS transmission line filters at low
frequencies (:::s 2 GHz) and on the resulting power-handling capability were
analyzed in Ref. 115. Parallel-coupled filters with only adjacent resonators
contributing to the filter characteristic result in frequency responses (e.g.,
Chebyshev response with uniform ripples in the passband) where the
attenuation poles are located at infinite frequency. In contrast, an elliptic
filter exhibits attenuation poles at finite frequencies, which can be close to
the transition frequencies of the passband. Such filters allow for much steeper
skirts for a given order N of single elements. However, elliptic filters require a
more sophisticated design since proper coupling needs to be assured not only
between adjacent elements. Figure 11 presents the layout and experimental
results obtained with a four-stage extracted pole elliptic filter fabricated from
a Y-123 film on MgO at 77 K. l17 The 3-dB bandwidth of the filter was 1.3%
and the insertion loss at center frequency 0.61 dB. Planar allpass and bandpass
filters can also be constructed with reflection-type approaches. lll Results on
bandpass and chirp filters have been demonstrated for HTS microstrip and
coplanar line segmentsJl8,119
Aiming at high-power filters, several possible approaches have been
identified. 115,-lZO These include:
1. the reduction of current nonuniformity across the filter cross-section by
proper design,
2. the increase of the width of the filter segments in order to release the ratio
of current-density to total current,
3. the reduction of the coefficient Ypow (Section 4.1.2) by proper design or
the use of higher-order modes,
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FIGURE 11 HTS microstrip filter with elliptic frequency response. II? Top: Layout for filter
fabricated from double-sided Y-123 on 0.5 mm thick MgO (size about 20 x 25 mm2 ). Bottom:
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FIGURE 12 Mask layout of a forward-coupled filter at 2 GHz (top) and plot of insertion loss
versus frequency for different input power levels at 58 K (bottom).120
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Figure 12 presents the layout and experimental results on a five-pole
forward-coupled microstrip filter with 1% fractional bandwidth at 2 GHz
on a double sided 2" LAO wafer. 120 The design was optimized for high
power-handling capability along with the, steps 1, 2 and 4. At 58 K, a
power-induced degradation of the filter performance was observed at a
transmission level of 40 dBm (or 10 W), while 36 W (45 dBm) could be
handled at 45 K in the best sample with a maximum band-edge compression
of 0.15 dB. 115 Similar approaches were reported for disk-shaped microstrip
filters69,121,122 providing a linear filter performance up to about 15 W at
different temperatures.
Delay lines can be considered another special type of transmission line
exhibiting a low and generally frequency-independent insertion loss but
frequency-dependent group delays. Depending on the final application,
small- and large bandwidth delay lines can be of interest. The product of
group delay times bandwidth, TB, parametrizes the number of information
cycles gathered coherently in the filter. As reviewed in Ref. 1, the large
TB-values achievable with superconducting circuits brought about delay lines
for pulse compressing, convolving and spectrum analyzing over bandwidths
from 2 to 100 GHz. TB-values up to 100 were reported for nondispersive
HTS delay lines on single 2" LAO wafers between 3 and 9 GHz.l,119,123
Dispersive delay lines for chirp-filters were recently reported with TB ~ 24 ns
·2 GHz and a maximum delay up to 40 ns on thinned 2" LAO substrates. 124
Circuit demonstrations covered instantaneous frequency meters125,126 and
compressive receivers. 127 Small-bandwidth delay lines are of interest for
group-delay equalizers in communication systems where the signals are
confined to narrow frequency bands. Referring to Equation (11), large group
delays Tgr = 2QL/W can be obtained with high-Q resonators (e.g., 530 ns
for QL = 104 and fa = 3 GHz), though at the expense of a small TB product
ofTB = Tgr ' ~f1/2 = 1/T!.
4.2.3 Dielectric resonators Very high unloaded Q-values and high power
handling capability are required for, e.g., low-phase noise oscillators in
radar and sat~llite communication systems. As discussed in Section 4.1,
such performance criteria can best· be achieved with three-dimensional
resonators. In order to reduce the volume as much as possible and to
benefit simultaneously from operation temperatures accessible with compact
cryocoolers (Figure 9), dielectric-loaded resonators (DRs) shielded withHTS








FIGURE 13 Typical setup for a dielectric-loaded HTS resonator. 130
A typical experimental setup of a DR is shown in Figure 13. The Q-values
achieved with HTS-DRs at different frequencies and for different dielectrics
are summarized in Table II.
In order to evaluate the data listed in the table, the loss contributions
I/Q cond and I/Q diel from Equations (12) and (13), or Ycond, Ydiel and
tan 8 need to be considered. All data were measured in the TEo11 mode which
provides the optimum field distribution with respect to vanishing electric
fields at the circumference of the dielectric rods and low field amplitudes at
the endplates. The resonant frequency of this mode can be approximated for
a given value of D diel / H diel by134
{
211/2C 2 Ddielfo(TEoll) ~ . 1/2 4XOI + (rr~)2rr D diel £ r dlel (17)
with XOI ~ 3.8317 the first zero of the first Bessel function. Equation (17)
describes the scaling of fo with D diel and 8r correctly but overestimates the
exact resonant frequencies 135 by about 10%. In order to reduce field leakage
from the dielectric, large D diel / H diel are desirable. This leads, at a given
frequency, to a trade-off between field confinement and resonator volume.
As indicated in Table II, D diel / H diel = 2 was chosen in most experiments.
The dissipation factor Ycond can then be expressed as2
Ycond (18)
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TABLE II Survey of dielectric-loaded HTS resonators with different dielectrics
fo Dielectric D diel D diel / H die! DHTS 10-6 . Qo 10-6 . Qo Y cond 1 - Y diel Remark
[GHz] material [mm] [mm] (high T) (low T)
5.55 sapphire 25.4 2.12 50.8 3.0 9.0 1.812 0.02
5.6 LAO 15.2 1.77 30x30 0.4 0.8 2.600 0.02 '2
9.7 Rutile 4.0 2.00 8.0 0.6 0.1 5.386 3
11.62 LAO 7.1 1.73 20x20 0.1 0.4 2.356 0.008 4
18.38 LAO 3.1 0.78 11 0.5 0.033 5
19.5 sapphire 7.0 2.00 2: 25.4 0.6 2.0 1.661 6
27.45 sapphire 5.0 2.00 12x12 0.2 0.9 1.661 7
Remarks: fo denotes the resonant frequency, D die1 and H die1 the diameter and the height of the dielectric
rods, D HTs the diameter or the lengths and widths of the HTS samples, and Qo at low (high) T the unloaded
Q-factors at temperatures between 70 and 80 K (4.2 and 20 K).
1 - The data were obtained with high-purity sapphires and using TI-2212 films. l3O
2 - The data were measured with a LaAI03 rod58 with Cr = 23.4 and tan 0 ::::: 5 . 10-6.
3 - The dielectric was a high-purity rutile (Ti02)l32 with Cr = 85 - 105 and tan 0 ::::: 5 . 10-6.
4 - Same as for 2. 131
5 - The data are part of an extended analysis of the dielectric properties of different materials. 128 The
resonators were not designed for ultimate Q-values but for maximum sensitivity to tan D. The HTS films were
Tl-compounds.
6 - The data were measured with one HTS sample and one Niobium shield. The Ycond -value of the HTS film
is half of the value given in the table.56
7 - Same as for 1.133
The volume of a DR varies as D~iel . H diel . At given frequency, the
diameter (volume) of the dielectric thus scales as 8-;1/2 (8:t), and, according
to Equation (16), the field calibration factor Ypow as £~/ . In order to obtain
high Q-values at minimum volume and high power-handling capability,
dielectrics with large permittivity and low loss tangent are favorable.
The data in Table II demonstrate the possibility of achieving unloaded
Q-values of the order of 106, even at elevated temperatures and for such
different materials as LaAI03, sapphire and rutile. Itis complicated, however,
to compare the Qo-data for the different frequencies and dielectrics since the
frequency scaling depends on the relative contributions of Rs and tan 8, which
differed for the experiments. Rs can roughly be scaled as f2 (Section 2.2.2).
The frequency and temperature dependences of the loss tangent of pure
dielectrics were calculated136 for centrosymmetric samples as f n T 6- n .
The measured temperature and frequency dependences of tan 8, however,
deviated from expectation and were found to depend strongly on purity
and microstructure of the material.2 For a given frequency and temperature,
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FIGURE 14 Power-handling capability as obtained with a sapphire resonator at 5.6 GHz using
two 2" TI-2212 films. 13o
the optimum design of a DR will be determined by a clever counterbalance
between Rs and tan 8.
Figure 14 shows results on the power handling capability of a DR in
terms of the circulating power2 Pcirc = 1/2wW measured with TI-2212
films at 5.6 GHz.130 The achieved performance is very promising for
realisitc applications in miniature HTS low-phase noise oscillators.1,86,129
Furthermore, miniaturized multipole filter structures based on HTS DRs
have been reported. 137 The remaining challenges concern the development of
reliable tuning elements and further optimization with respect to suppressed
leakage fields, reduced microphonics and improved temperature stability.
4.2.4 Planar lumped-element HTS filters In contrast to planar filter
structures composed of distributed circuit elements, where the geometric
dimension of the single resonator is determined by the guided wavelength,
lumped-element circuits allow for a much higher degree of miniaturization.
This achievement is compensated by higher dissipative losses (large Ycond )
and a reduced power handling capability (large Ypow, cf. Section 4.1.2).
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Because of the loss enhancement, lumped-element devices present a unique
opportunity to benefit from HTS since normalconducting structures would
suffer from intolerably large insertion losses. Besides the advantage of
extremely compact low-loss circuits at frequencies f ::s 10 GHz (guided
wavelength 2:: 6 mm for £r = 25), lumped-element circuits offer the
possibility to build synthetic transmission lines w~th (almost) arbitrary
scattering parameters. Presribed pass and stop bands can be synthesized
by arranging reactive elements periodically along the transmission line,
or by using resonant LC-elements. Because of the possibility to place
loosely coupled adjacent cells close to each other, very narrow-band filters
can be designed which would require large-area microstrip circuits if built
from distributed elements.138 Furthermore, phase responses can be designed
with large group delays within the passband and with presribed frequency
dependences.139
Miniaturized HTS bandpass and bandstopl39-141 and HTS allpass filters142
were successfully composed of interdigital and patch capacitors and narrow-
strip or loop inductors. Compared to a Cu allpass with an insertion loss
of 2 dB at 77 K, less than 0.3 dB (at 3 GHz) and 1 dB (up to 6 GHz)
were obtained with Y-123 films on LaAI03.142 The allpass section covering
an area of 1.5 x 2.8 mm2 exhibited a group 'delay of 0.7 ns at 77 K and
2.8 GHz. Linear response was measured up to a power level of 18 dBm. An
HTS coplanar slow-wave structure on MgO was obtained with periodically
arranged reactive elements at a unit cell period of 0.4 mm.143 The length and
center frequency of the resonant structure of 1 cm and 1.6 GHz yielded a
reduction of the group velocity by a factor of 4 compared to a homogeneous
line.141
Recently, approaches were reported to synthesize more complicated
circuits for the receiving stage of mobile communication systems. Figure 15
shows the layout of a lumped-element circuit consisting of two identical
pairs of bandpass filters (center frequency 5 GHz, fractional bandwidth 1%)
and three integrated lumped-element hybrid couplers, serving as a frequency
diplexer fed by the output of a two-element antenna array. 144 The simulated
response of the circuit (Figure 15) agreed well with measured results obtained
with a 1" Y-123 film on LaAI03. Figure 16 shows the layout and the frequency
response ofa narrowband lumped-element 5-pole bandpass filter at 900 MHz
on a 2" LaAI03 substrate. The measured response of a double-sided Y-123
film revealed an insertion loss of 1.2 dB within the passband of fractional
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FIGURE 15 Layout of a lumped-element Y-123 frequency diplexer at 5 GHz with integrated
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FIGURE 16 Layout (top) and frequency response (middle and bottom) of a narrowband
lumped-element 5-pole bandpass filter at 900 -MHz on a 2" LAO substrate.138 The separation
between the outer edges of the three upright interdigital capacitors corresponds to 1 inch.
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4.2.5 Analog tuners and phase-shifters As narrow-bandwidth filters are
needed for many potential applications ofHTS, tuning becomes an important
issue. Considering fractional bandwidths of 1% at frequencies between 1 and
10 GHz means to reproducibly adjust the center frequencies of the filters on a
scale of about 100 MHz. Tuning can in principle be performed continuously,
either once to adjust a device and keep it fixed, or in-situ by reversible
trimming of appropriate circuit parameters. In contrast, switches can be used
to achieve programmable device characteristics. Both methods have been
investigated for planar HTS components. The results on switched elements,
which are based on nonlinear conductivity features of HTS, are discussed in
Section 4.4.
Continuous adjustment of the phase (or frequency) of microwave devices
can be obtained by any means of varying the specific inductance and/or
capacitance of the circuit elements. Besides nonlinear mechanisms based
on, e.g., current-induced pair-breaking,145 thermal, electrical and magnetic
effects have been investigated. A thermally tuned filter146,147 provided a
tuning range of 10 MHz at 1.4 GHz with an increase of the insertion loss
by about 0.7 dB. The microstrip filter contained four switches consisting of
narrow T a film resistors, which were fed by a current. The response time
and the power consumption were of the order of 1 to 10 ms and 1 to 10 mW
at 77 K, respectively.
Electrical tuning was demonstrated with ferroelectric films deposited onto
coplanar lines and onto gaps in microstrip lines.148-150 Applying an electric
field gradient affects the permittivity of the ferroelectric and therefore the
phase (or resonant frequency) of the HTS circuits. Besides the phase, the
characteristic impedance of the line is also affected which leads to a trade-off
between tuning and impedance matching. A frequency shift of 300 MHz at
a bias voltage of 50 V and a center frequency of 11 GHz were obtained,
but the frequency shift was accompanied by an untolerably large increase of
the dissipation losses.148 Recent investigations showed that the tunability
increased with increasing thickness of the ferroelectric films while the
attenuation stayed almost constant. Phase changes of 8.3 0 of 5 mm long
coplanar lines could be induced at 18.5 GHz and 76 K with a bias voltage of
39 V (corresponding to a field gradient of 0.8 MV/m).149 While the principle
of operation could be demonstrated to be promising, realistic implementation
ofsuch tuning elements still relies on the development ofsuitable ferroelectric
materials with a high permittivity and a low loss tangent, and which are
compatible with HTS.
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Magnetic tuning based on the complex permeability of ferrimagnetic
materials is a well known phenomenon.t51 Recently, this effect was also
investigated with Y-123 meanderline structures attached to a low-loss
ferrite. 152 Differential phase shifts of700° between two extreme polarizations
of the ferrite, and an insertion loss below 0.7 dB were measured at 9 GHz for
a nonreciprocal arrangement using a YIG torroid.. The hysteretic magnetic
properties of the ferrite limited the useful frequency range to values above
5 GHz. Further optimization was stated to involve proper choice of the ferrite
material, improved circuit designs and compatibility between the magnetic
materials and the HTS films. Recent progress towards a more compact circuit
layout and the realization of a 3-element HTS circulator has been reported. 153
Although high-quality HTS filter circuits are already far developed
(Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3), reliable tuners need further attention with respect
to speed, power dissipation, power consumption, stability of operation and
potential for monolithic integration.
4.3 HTS Antennas for Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Systems
The application ofHTS to single radiative elements and to antenna arrays have
extensively been reviewedl54-156 and retreated in the extended version2 of
this review. Regarding its major potential for short-term commercialization,
only one type of HTS antennas will be discussed here.
Nuclear magnetic resonance is a well-known phenomenon in solid state
physics, which forms the basis for the investigation of complex multiple-
nuclei systems (e.g., Ref. 157). The nuclear spins are oriented by a magnetic
field Bo, and then forced to precess by an AC field directed perpendicular to
Bo. The frequency of precession, the Larmor frequency Wo, is related to the





or fo[ MHz] = nm---Mp
(19)
with Ygyr the magnetogyric ratio, nm J.1 nuel / J.1k the nuclear magnetic
moment relative to the nuclear magneton J.1K/J.10 = he/41TMp = 5.051 .
10-27 JIT, e = 1.602· 10-19 C the elementary charge and M p = 1.673 .
10-27 kg the rest mass of the proton. For important nuclei like 1H, 13C,
14N and 31p, the nm-values are 2.792,0.702,0.404 and 1.131, which lead to
Larmor frequencies between 6.159 and 42.564 MHz per Tesla. Detecting
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the time dependent precession of a certain nucleus provides important
informations on its chemical environment and thus on the structural and
dynamic properties of the material under investigation.
Since superconducting magnets with homogeneous fields of several
Tesla over extended volumes (cm3 to m3) became available, nuclear
magnetic resonance has become a basic experimental tool in chemistry
and pharmaceutics for the nonradiative high-resolution spectroscopy or
microscopy of synthesized molecules (NMR), and in medicine for magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI).158 The major figure-of-merit in all three cases is
the signal-to-noise-ratio, SNR. An improved sensitivity is strongly desired
since it allows for a reduced sampling time, which varies as 1/SNR,2 for
an enhanced sample throughput, smaller sample volumes and/or reduced
field strengths Bo. These benefits are reflected in system performance and
costs, patient comforts and, consequently, in public acceptance. Although the
detailed theoretical consideration of the SNR-value is complicated by many·
input parameters,159-162 the main results can be summarized in a simplified
way:
F (V spl , V fee ) . B1 . w6
SNR = 1/2
. tJ..f . [a fee (V fee) T fee Wo L fee / Q fee + a spl (V spl ) T spl R spl ]
(20)
The subscripts rec and spl stand for the receiving coil and the sample,
respectively.
The signal (numerator in Equation (20) scales with the filling factor
F which depends on absolute values and mutual arrangements of the two
volumes V spl and V fee, and with B1 which describes the magnetic field
amplitude per unit current flowing in the coil. Both factors should be as large
as possible in an optimized coil design. For the low frequencies of interest
(fa ~ 400 MHz), the antennas consist of lumped-element receiver coils
resonated by appropriately dimensioned capacitors.
There are two major noise contributions (sum under the root in the
denominator of Equation (20» originating from the sample and the coil,
weighted by the parameters a fee and a spl . The noise is usually caused by
thermal effects, and it thus scales with the receiving bandwidth !::"f and the
temperatures of the coil and the sample, T fee and T spl . The coil resistance
can be represented by woL fee / Q fee with L fee the coil inductance and Q fee
its quality factor. The sample resistance R spl can generally be assumed to
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FIGURE 17 Conditions for favorable application of HTS receivers in low-field MRI. 165
interest, the frequency is uniquely determined from Equation (19) by the
magnetic field Bo.
It can be seen from Equation (20) and Figure 17 that the use ofHTS instead
of normalconducting receiver coils is beneficial if the sample resistance is
low, i.e. at low frequencies or magnetic fields, or if the sample volume
is small. Possible applications concern NMR spectroscopy or microscopy,
both of which benefit mostly from reduced sampling times, and low-field
MRI (Bo :s 100 mT) which enables local rather than whole-body imaging
scans. All of these issues have been addressed with the design of planar
TI-2212 and Y-123 coils.163-165 Significant SNR improvements have been
achieved: a factor of 4-5 at 25 K in a 400 MHz high-resolution NMR
spectrometer,164 up to 8 at 77 K in a 64 mT MRI system,165,166 and up
to 10 in a NMR microscope at 10 K. 167 These improvements exceed the
performance achievable with cryogenic normalconducting receiver coils and
are promising for early commercialization.
Although the progress in this field has been rapid,158 several problems
remain challenging. The utilization of HTS implies the use of dewars,
which must be optimized in order not to disturb the magnetic fields Bo
and Bl, not to introduce additional noise sources and not to reduce the
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filling factor too strongly. Second, the best microwave performance of HTS
is achieved with planar patterned thin films, the size of which is presently
limited to about 3 inches. The use of polycrystalline material has also been
considered.168 However, granularity leads to intolerably high dissipation
losses in elevated magnetic fields (which might be as high as 10 T). Third,
the diamagnetic properties of superconductors cause field distortions, which
need to be addressed in an optimized design of high-resolution NMR
spectrometers. Fourth, high-Q receiver coils limit the receiving bandwidth
(Section 4.1.1). For Q-values of 103 to 104 at fa = 3 MHz, the antenna
bandwidth falls below 3 kHz while typical MRI systems require some 10kHz.
Therefore, superconductive matching networks and/or tuning circuits have to
be designed without an excessive increase of the insertion loss.163 Finally, if
the HTS antenna is designed for receiving as well as for transmitting modes,
nonlinear effects as considered in Sections 2.2.3 and 4.1.2 are expected to
limit the achievable performance.
4.4 Microwave Components Based on Nonlinear Effects
In this paragraph, the nonlinear microwave conductivity ofHTS is considered
for possible applications. Important building blocks are linear time-varying
(e.g. switches, modulators, mixers or samplers) or nonlinear devices (e.g.
power limiters or pulse formers). Such components can in principle be
fabricated in a hybrid HTS-semiconductor technology, but monolithic
HTS devices may be advantageous for integrated systems given that their
performance could compete with that of present semiconducting devices.
As discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, nonlinear dynamic effects can be
provoked by affecting the thermal or kinetic energy of the superconduc-
tor. Accordingly, physical temperature, impressed currents and magnetic
fields (from DC to microwave or even optical frequencies) present the
experimental keys to access the nonlinear regime. A common method to
evoke current-induced nonlinear effects in homogeneous HTS devices is to
exploit the current enhancement at the edges of planar microwave structures.
Coplanar line-sections for which the characteristic impedance and the current
enhancement at the inner conductor can be chosen independently, have
mainly been employed.
4.4.1 Switches' Switches represent one class of microwave devices which
might benefit from the nonlinear dynamic transport processes in HTS.86
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They form key elements in the construction of programmable filter banks
or delay lines for spectral analysis. Triggered by a control parameter (e.g.,
a current), switching between an "on" state with a low insertion loss and an
"off" state with high isolation can be obtained. For proper adjustment of the
amplitude, sequence and duration of the control current pulses, switching
elements provide the basis for modulating or sampling operations.
In most cases, the transition of HTS from the super- (S) to the normal
conducting (N) state has been considered for the on- and off-states. Low-
frequency currents,169 micro- or nanaosecond microwave pulses63 ,170 or
femtosecond laser pulses77,78 were investigated as control parameters (see
also Ref. 86 and references therein). The controlled variation of the local
temperature of a device segment by means of thermal switches147 or of
the dielectric properties of a layer deposited onto a HTS film by optical
signals171 were also reported. The attainable transmission-to-isolation signal
ratio depends on the signal frequency, the operating temperature and the
superconductor film thickness (Section 2.2.1) and on the device geometry.
Besides low and high "on" and "off" signal attenuations, high switching
speeds are desirable. Switching times of less than 2 JLS and of 80 ps (a few ns)
for S-N (N-S) transitions were reported for the current and laser pulse
controlled devices, respectively. The thermal switches were much slower
(50 and up to 500 ms for S-N and N-S) and highly power consumptive (about
0.1 W).
The reported performance parameters were strongly affected, ifnot limited,
by the experimental setup. However, the time scales inherent to the HTS
materials were also investigated by many groups.?7,78,170 A recent analysis of
ultimate switching speeds in HTS films can be found in Ref. 170. According
to this paper, four time regimes can be separated during the dynamic response.
First, heating of the electronic subsystem of the HTS takes place on a time
scale Te- p ~ 1 ps, which is characteristic for an energy transfer between
electrons and phonons, e.g., during recombination of quasiparticles into
Cooper pairs.77 Due to the large difference in specific heat capacities of
the electronic system and the lattice, Cp / Ce ~ 30 - 40, the phonon-electron
interaction time (governing, e.g., pair breaking processes) is Tp - e ::s 40 ps.
Third, the time for phonons to escape from the film to the substrate is typically
T esc ~ 5 ns. It is given by the product of the film thickness times the specific
heat of the substrate times the thermal boundary resistance between substrate
and film. Even longer response times are expected for thermal relaxation
processes within the substrate and the complete package. If the duration of
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the control pulses was adjusted between 'te- p and 'tp - e , thermal effects could
be completely suppressed. If furthermore small HTS switching volumes
and operating temperatures close to Te were considered, ultimate switching
speeds of the order of 100 GHz might be achieved170 with an average power
consumption of about 10 J..l W. Realistic switching speeds further depend
on the "overcriticality" parameter (1/ Ie - 1) with I the amplitude of the
control signal and Ie the critical current limiting the linear performance of
the considered device. 172, 173
4.4.2 Mixers and detectors Although the physical origin of the nonlinear
dynamic microwave response of HTS is not yet fully understood (e.g. kinetic
inductive and/or resistive mechanisms), attempts have been made to construct
a HTS mixer based on the fast response employing a pulsed pumpsignal.
A prototype for a monolithic HTS second-harmonic mixer was described in
Refs. 111, 174. In a first step, a normalconducting filter circuit integrated with
a HTS nonlinear transmission line element provided a minimum conversion
loss of 15 dB at 80 K from a 9 GHz RF signal and a 5 GHz pumpsignal
(local oscillator (LO) at +15 dBm power) to an intermediate frequency
(IF) of 1 GHz. The device performance was limited by thermally induced
nonlinearities and imperfect matching of the ports to the small dynamic
resistance of the HTS element.
The design of HTS resistive mixers can be facilitated if the dynamic
current-voltage characteristic of the nonlinear HTS element is considered.
Figure 18 shows such a characteristic for a Y-123 bridge measured at the end
of the 200 ps long leading edge of 1 to IOns long pulses. 173 Also shown are
calculated data on the optimum conversion efficiency K opt and impedance
matching of the mixer circuit. Since maximum frequency conversion is
only obtained for matched input and output, high conversion efficiencies
are achieved at the expense of reduced bandwidths.173, 175, 176
Recently, resonant mixer configurations have therefore been proposed.177
A conversion loss of 8 dB at 77 K and a LO power of 4 dBm was measured
for a single-resonant device at 1.85 GHz, which comes already close to
the performance of semiconducting devices. Similar approaches towards
the development of phase-shifters, modulators, limiters and mixers were
presented in Refs. 176, 178.
Another possible application ofthe dynamic nonlinear conductivity ofHTS
is the detection of millimeter wave or infrared pulses. Successful operation
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FIGURE 18 Dynamic current-voltage characteristic of a Y-123 bridge at the 200 ps long
leading edge of a microwave pulse (left) and calculated values for optimum conversion K opt
and matched terminal resistances Z opt (right, in reduced and absolute values) versus reduced
local oscillator current. 173
YBCO and TBCCO films was reported.77,78,179-18I The responsitivity of
bolometric detectors increases proportionally to· the steepness of the S-N
transition. Therefore, high normal resistance values, e.g. by employing
meanderline structures, and small transition widths are required. Guided
microwaves were detected at 50 K with 200 to 300 nm thick Y-123 meanders
patterned from films on YSZ substrates. 181 Responsitivities of 4 kVIW at
35 GHz and 2.6 kVIW at 70 and 94 GHz were obtained with a bias current
of 100 /.LA. These values have to be compared with typical values of about
1 kVIW available with semiconductor diodes below 100 GHz. Furthermore,
no fundamental bandwidth limitation exists for HTS detectors up to the
visible regime in contrast to semiconductor devices. 180,182
5 FUTURE PROSPECTS
Regarding the spectrum of aspects considered in the preceding sections and
the multitude of statements on the future of HTS, which have been quoted
earlier, it seems rather difficult to formulate a comprehensive conclusion.
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However, since the future of HTS will basically depend on its potential
for commercialization, the following sections are aimed at evaluating this
potential.
5.1 HTS Technology: "Status Quo"
5.1.1 Physical and technical achievements As can be concluded from the
preceding sections, the physical understanding of HTS films is far developed
(Section 2.1). Shortly after the discovery of these materials, rapid progress in
film and junction technologies was obtained. The values of surface resistance,
penetration depth and critical currents could steadily be improved. Meantime,
the rate of (and potential for) further improvements has relaxed. There seems
to be a general agreement about the reproducibly achievable performance of
the different HTS families at high frequencies, especially the rare earth-123
and TI-2212 and 2223 compounds (Section 2.2). Design tools have been
developed and improved, and film deposition, patterning and test facilites
were installed at many places. The development of packaging and cooling
techniques has, even if delayed and thus more slowly, proceeded to a stage
which justifies and, even more, asks for the confrontation with real needs
(Section 3). Many different single components, passive, analog, linear and
nonlinear, were successfully demonstrated (Section 4). Time has thus become
mature for serious consideration ofhow these materials could be implemented
into useful devices.
One of the major driving forces for focussing the development from single-
element circuits to advanced HTS microwave components and subsystems
has been the "High-temperature Superconductivity Space Experiment",
HTSSE (cf. Table III and Refs. 3, 183, 184). Its first phase was devoted to the
demonstration of single components with superior performance compared
to conventional devices, based on the HTS technology available in 1990.
Unfortunately, the complete HTSSE-I-payload, which was successfully
assembled, tested and space-qualified on ground, did not receive orbit but
was lost. The second phase, using a HTS technology matured within 3
further years, focused on the delivery of complex HTS components and
hybrid HTS-semiconductor subsystems. The HTSSE-II-payload contains
the HTS devices, cryogenic refrigerators and monitoring electronics (cf.
Section 3.2.1). The tight time schedules, bound by the satellite launch
facilities, forced all contributors to develop materials and packaged devices
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simultaneously. The payload is expected to be integrated into a satellite during
late 1995 and to be launched in summer of 1996 for a one-to-three-years test
mission in orbit.
The different contributions to HTSSE II were presented in Refs. 3, 184,
186 and treated, from a more general point-of-view, in Ref. 86. They might
be regarded valuable indicators of the presently achieved state-of-the-art of
system complexity and of the most promising directions to proceed further.
HTSSE II contains multichannel filter banks, delay lines composed of several
building elements and interlaced with integrated amplifiers, low-noise hybrid
and cueing receivers (the latter being based on chirp filters, cf. Section 4.2.2),
a multidimensional antenna array (which is considered for a separate test
in space), and a simple digital multiplexer employing HTS Josephson
junctions. The final, third phase of HTSSE was originally considered to start
between 1995 and 1998. It is aimed at the fabrication of a fully integrated
system involving HTS and, eventually, semiconductor microwave devices,
with enhanced performance on a system level. Present- efforts focus on the
identification of such a system for useful application in future generations of
satellite systems, which are accounted for by the question marks in Table III.
5.1.2 At the edge of a new market A profound scientific understanding
and a reliable technical handling of a new class of materials like the HTS
are supposed to be the main prerequisites before serious considerations of
possible applications. However, economic concerns put further constraints
on a successful commercialization.
First, the superior performance of HTS over conventional components is
counterbalanced by the cooling requirements. Single conventional device
elements will therefore be replaced by HTS components only if there is no
other way to achieve a comparable electrical performance or if the overall
system costs can be reduced.
Second, the trade-off between costs and performance will favor the utiliza-
tion of HTS as more components can simultaneously benefit from the low
operating temperature. Since complete monolithically integrated HTS-based
microwave systems (containing both passive and active, homogeneous and
junction elements) are not yet in sight, hybrid super-semiconducting (HTS-
SC) circuits will remain essential ingredients in the future development. 111
Such novel systems will contain components which benefit from the low
dissipation losses, the potential for miniaturization and the unique Josephson
properties of superconductive elements ·as well as from enhanced charge
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TABLE III Reproduction of the time schedule and technological goals of the subsequent
phases of the "High temperature superconductivity space experiment" HTSSE185
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carrier mobility, reduced thermal noise and lower power consumption of
semiconductor circuits. The advantages of cryogenic SC electronics have
therefore extensively been investigated and developed.86, 187
Third, the development of the HTS technology has had to surpass:
(a) The development of suitable fabrication techniques which encountered
the difficulties related with the short coherence length and the pronounced
anisotropy, (b) the development of reliable, light-weight and cheap cooling
systems and (c) the identification of economically interesting applications.
The advent of relaxed cooling requirements has initiated a re-evaluation of
superconductor technology in general, which was known before mainly from
medical applications (Section 4.3 and Ref. 4).
Finally, the acceptance of a new technology or even novel system
architectures is known to depend strongly on the actual trend for innovations.
As long as existing systems, e.g., in earth-based or satellite communication
systems, operate reliably and without the need for improved performance,
novel ideas will hardly penetrate the market. In contrast, if new system
generations are to be developed like digital and/or adaptive communication
systems, "unconventional" approaches have the chance of being much more
seriously considered.
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The relevant time scales for a new technology to bear commercial products
is expected to be in the range of 20 to 40 years.4 The HTS technology
with its age of 8 years should accordingly be regarded to be still in its
infancy. In this context, it might be a valuable indicator for a realistic
economic future of HTS in microwave systems that scientific developments
are obviously moving from research institutes to companies, and that novel
approaches in layout and performance are patented before, if ever, being
published.
5.2 HTS Technology: "Quo vadis"
5.2.1 Remaining challenges The achieved state-of-the-art of HTS tech-
nology is considerable, and the rush for early commercialization plausible.
However, in summarizing the challenges quoted in Sections 2 to 4, several
important issues can be identified which deserve further research.
On the material site, the multilayer technology ofmonolithic HTS or hybrid
devices needs further development. Double-sided film deposition, homoge-
neous oxygenation of HTS base or intermediate layers, the development
of insulating, dielectric or cap layers and the invention of novel dielectric
materials with high permittivity and low loss tangent need to be pursued.
Nonlinear effects at elevated power levels have to be understood better to
make linear high-power devices become a reality. The number- and areal
densities of defects in epitaxial films and substrates up to 3" in diameter
must be considerably reduced before very long delay lines and large-scale
integrated (e.g., lumped-element) devices become operational.
On the device site, more research and development are needed for appro-
priate design tools, e.g., for high-Q multipole filter systems or low-inductance
circuits. A very important class ofdevices which is still under development is
fast, low-dissipation and low-noise tuners. Such components are basic, e.g.,
for tunable filter banks, high-Q dielectric-shielded resonators in stable local
oscillators, adaptive and phased-array antenna systems. Furthermore, as far
as the low impedances of superconductive microwave circuits are concerned,
low-loss matching networks are required for maximum bandwidth. Further
issues, which are of special concern for application of HTS in satellite
systems, were discussed in Ref. 3.
A very exciting feature associated with the research on HTS has been the
revival of cooler development. The actual achievements are impressive, but
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a lot remains to be done. Reliable (MTBF ~ 104 h), light-weight (::s 5 kg),
efficient (Y}c ~ 0.1) and cheap (::s 103 US$) CCCs with improved vibrational
performance should be the goals.
Finally, as HTS have become an important part oftoday's high-technologies,
novel system architectures should be envisaged. The demand for higher
capacities and information densities and less stringent power requirements in
wireless communication systems present an ideal chance for HTS to provide
unique solutions which would not have become possible otherwise. Ingenious
and, maybe, at first glance unconventional, ideas need to be pursued in
order to exploit the full potential of these new materials. Anticipating further
improvements in cooling systems, hybrid oxide and metallic superconductor
systems operating at intermediate temperatures around 20 K, e.g. for LTS
digital signal processing in HTS receivers, might become also conceivable.
5.2.2 Projected market development The speed and the success of
developing new technologies result from a balance between the required
(technical and financial) efforts and the projected payoffs. Projections of
future market developments may therefore serve as an important driving
force and/or as a political instrument to facilitate further developments. The
quantitative estimation of possible market sales is from its nature uncertain.
Different predictions of the future of HTS were published.188-192 While the
actual sales numbers and time scales differ for these analyses, they have in
common that HTS microwave systems are most likely to be implemented
in wireless communication systems, either in earth-based cell sites of
mobile phone systems193-195 or in satellite-based communication links and
advanced navigation systems. Furthermore, medical systems are likely to
benefit from HTS components, e.g., in MRI receivers (Section 4.3) and novel
margnetocardiography· systems.2 According to the time scale mentioned
before, market penetration of electronics systems is expected to occur with
the upcoming millenium. Growth rates of the market sales by a factor of
4 to 10 per decade are then predicted, reaching in 2020 a level between
120 and 200 billions US$ per year for all types of superconducting systems
world-wide. Electronic and medical systems are expected to contribute by
about 50% to this number.
Though we cannot foresee all possible adventures of the future develop-
ment of HTS, the next generation of physicists and engineers will still have
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